Influence of dilantin on the reactions of neurons of the sensorimotor cortex and hippocampus during learning.
The probability of movements in response to light flashes, the conditional signal of a defense reflex, did not alter against the background of the action of dilantin (D) in a dose which, according to published data, attenuates posttetanic potentiation (PTP). A weak but stable disinhibition of the motor reaction was observed in response to flashes turned on against the background of conditional inhibition, continuous light. The activation of neurons of sensorimotor cortex in response to reinforced and nonreinforced light flashes against the background of D was intensified in the same way as was observed previously as exemplified by the reactions of neurons of the visual cortex [3], while it was diminished in response to painful reinforcement. The acceleration of impulses in response to reinforced light flashes under the influence of D became weaker in the hippocampus, by contrast with neurons of the new cortex. It can be concluded on the basis of the data obtained that PTP does not participate in the storage in the new cortex of long-term memory of the biological significance of an activating stimulus.